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Figure 5: An example of the perfwmed to Invesfigete CASPEG shifts: rnessumdpixelpasitidm ofe Th-Arllne as a function of the telesm~ 
W i t h  distam. Ml wwas wiented E- W and the telesmpa was moved In declination. 

St~ct lve criticism they greatly contri- D'Odotico, S. Ghlgo, M., Ponz., 0. 1987: An Slnclalre, P. 1991 : CCD det- evaIIa&at 
b ~ e d  to these lmprwements. Atlas of the Th-Ar Spectrum fof the ESO La Silla.Third Edition. 

Echelle Spectrcgraph. ESO Sclentlfic Re- Stone, 1977: Ap. J. 218,767. 
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Optical Gyros for Astronomical Telescopes 
F. MERKLE and M. RAVENBERGEN, €SO 

Pointing and, tracking of telescopes For these reasons, optical gyros have Inertial navigation system used In alr- 
requires high-precision angular encod- been proposed at ESO as an alternative planes, satellites, submarines, etc. 
ers. Up to now classical rotary encoders solution, already In 1966 (1, 2). They In order to assess this new approach 
have been used for this application. have not to be mounted on the rotation and to demonstrate its usefulness for 
m i r  implementation in modern t a p  axis because they would control the te- astronomical telescopes, ESO launched 
telescopes with alWazimuth mounts be- Iscope (pointing and tracking) like an a feasibility study in Aprll 1990. The In- 
cmgs rather difficult, because they 
have to be Installed on the rotation axis, 
which has to be clear and free of any 
obstruction for the Nasmyth or mud4 
light path. In the MT the largest mono- 
lithic encoders ever built are used, with 
a clear Inner diameter of 50 cm. Its glass 
ring, which contains the division scales, 
has an outer diameter of 70 cm. For the 
VLT, with Nasmyth beams of approxl- 
mately 1 rn diameter, this type of encod- 
er is not realistic any more and altema- 
tively engraved steel scales mounted on 
Precisely aligned cylinders will be used. 

* 

Optical Gyros 
Optical gyros (J.R, Wllkrnson (1987), Prog, Quant. fleck, Vol. 11, pp. 1- 103) are 

based on the Sqnac e f f h  (G. Sagnac (1 81 3), C. R Amd. Sci, Vol. *57, 708). Two 
countqmpagatlng optleal waves are travelling Inside a ring Interferometer and then 
comblned and brought to Interference. Is the Intelemmeter not In rotation then the 
travel time for the two optical paths are the same md the Interference pattern at the 
output is stathnaty. Is the interfernmeter rotating around an axis perpsndlcular to it8 
plane, then one light wave sees #s path shortened and the other one sees It ebngated. 
Thls classical view leads to correct results for the path di f fewm but a detailed 
physical descrlptlon has to ke based on the genml theory of ntatlvlty. 



stitut fiir Physikalische Sensorik at the 
Fach hochschule Offenburg (FHO), Qer- 
many, started with a theoretical investi- 
gation of thls concept in view of the 
specific requirements in astronomical 
telescopes and came up with a proposal 
for a fibreher gyro combination in or- 
der to cover the pointing as well as 

Rgure 1: View of the fibre gyro system (IN- 
FOG 2000) developed by Prof. Schriidw at 
fhe FH Offenbum. 7he coll wHh 1100 m 
polarlratlon meintalnlng fibre has 26 cm 
dlametar and is Inslde the thermally stablllked 
and magnetIcaI/y shielded square box (gyro 
hew mounted fw test pu- on a mta- 
tion t a ~ e .   he smell confro/ box, which can 
be sepai-atd mom man 15 metres from the 
&?ym head* mtains the Ibht source @LEO at 
1280 nm) end the delectw and &liveis the 
condltloned gym output signal. (Photo: FH 
mneurg). 

able systems currently do not provide 
this accuracy and resolution. The con- 
struction fw an Improved version which . - .  

will be delivered to ESO (3) and tested 
on the Nrr next year has just started. 
This fibre gyro will be combined with a 

I 
I commercially available hser gyro cov- 

ering the faster slewing and nointina 

tracking phase in telescope operation. 
A first prototype for the fibre- gyro part 

has recently been completed at the FHO 
(see Fig. 1) which would already meet 
the VLT requirements for tracking with 
an accuracy of better than 0.1 arcsec 
over 30 seconds, and a resolution high- 
er than 0.02 amsac. Commercially avail- 

operations of the telescope. A litto; 
LTN-90 laser gyro system has been 
considered for thls. 
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Multi-Object Spectroscopy with an Automatic Fibre 
Positioning System in a One-Degree Field 
First Technical Run of MEFOS at the Prime Focus of the 3.6-m Telescope 

R. BELLENGER, M. DREUX, P. FELENBOK, A. FERNA NDQ, J. GUERlN and R. SCHMIDT, 
DA EC, Observatoire de Paris- Meudon, France 

G. A VILA, S. D'ODORICO, W. ECKERT and G. RUPPRECHT, €SO 

I. lntroductlon 

Several scientific programmes require 
the acquisition of a large number of 
spectra to build up a statistically signifi- 
cant: sample of data. Typical examples 
of this category are studies of galaxies 
in clwtm or In the field and surveys of 
QSO candidates and pecullar stars in 
selected galactic regions or in nearby 
galaxies. In the last decade, optical fi- 
bres have been successfully used in 
gathering the light of dierent targets 
spread over the field of a telescope to a 
common spectrograph slid and thus to 
speed up the process of data collection. 

In the first generation of instruments 
of this type, tlw fibres - typically be- 
tween 40 an 1 00 - are manually inserted 
In prdrflled plates mounted at: the focal 
plane of the telescopes. The ESO facllity 
OPTOPUS (1 986, ESO Operating Manu- 
al No, 6) is based on this principle and is 
sucoessfully in operation at the la Sllla 
3.6-m telescope since 1986 as a com- 
mon usep instrument. Its performance 
has recently b n  upgraded with the 
introduction of two new fibre bundles 
and of a new F/6 collimator (Avila and 
O'Odorico, 1991, preprint). The plat8 
drilling operation has recently been 
transferred to the ESO workshop at La 

Silla. In the second generation of fibre 
instruments, which came into use more 
recently, the pcwitionlng of the fibres in 
the field is done automatically at the 
telescope in order to skip the need of 
the predrilled plates and to retain real- 
time control of the fibre poshion. Sys- 
tems of this type have been prototyped 
by HIll and Lesser at the Steward Obser- 
vatory (1988, Proceedings of the 9th 
Santa Cruz Workshop, ed. S. C. M e n ,  
p. 2331, by Parry and Gray at the Anglo- 
Australian Telescope (1 986, SPlE 627, 
118) and by Ingerson et al. at Cem 
Tololo (1 491, in preparation). 

In 1989 ESO concluded an agreement 


